Pr operation overdrive

The season uses footage and other material from the 30th Super Sentai series GoGo Sentai
Boukenger , which celebrates the thirtieth anniversary of that franchise. In addition, this
season's team-up episode, "Once a Ranger", commemorates the fifteenth anniversary of the
Power Rangers franchise. The season premiered on February 26, , [1] on Toon Disney 's Jetix
programming block. It was the first season to use high definition footage from the Super Sentai
franchise, although this footage was scaled down to aspect ratio. Unique among Power Ranger
series, Operation Overdrive has the Rangers exploring, operating and fighting in many different
countries around the world, rather than focusing only on their home city of San Angeles. Five
brave, skilled, and adventurous young people are chosen to search for several magical jewels
that were long ago taken from the Corona Aurora literally " Crown of the Dawn" , so as to
prevent them from coming into the possession of Moltor and Flurious, who are brothers
connected to ice and fire banished long ago by the Corona' s guardian for having attempted to
steal it. In response, Andrew Hartford selected the talented youths and modified their DNA so as
to grant them exceptional physical powers by which to combat the evil. Although Moltor and
Flurious initially attempted to work together, they soon became rivals. The Corona Aurora fell
into Moltor's hands; yet without its jewels, it could not grant the owner universal power. Later,
the evil warriors Kamdor and Miratrix began hunting for the jewels, as did the extraterrestrial
'Fearcats'. Now the Rangers, joined by a Mercurian named Tyzonn who joined their ranks as the
Mercury Ranger, are forced to fight multiple villains and travel worldwide in the effort to capture
the jewels before their enemies can. In order to accomplish this purpose, the members of
Operation Overdrive are equipped with futuristic technology similar to that featured in previous
Power Ranger continuities, which improves in sophistication and power with successive
episodes. Each time a new Ranger, new weapon, or in one subplot, if not more new reason for
battle is introduced, that Ranger, weapon, or reason produces the decimation of one major
enemy such as Kamdor and Miratrix or a host of foot soldiers. Thereafter the odds resume their
former state. The physical powers granted by genetic modification are seldom used, seen, or
mentioned, except when one or more Rangers is rescued by their use. Throughout the series,
legends are included or invented to give a feeling of antiquity: these include Thor's Hammer,
Atlantis and Poseidon, who is mentioned under the Roman name, Neptune. From Wikipedia, the
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Sentinel Knight scatters the crown and its jewels on the planet Earth in hopes of preventing it
from falling into the wrong hands. In the present day, world-renowned explorer Andrew Hartford
uncovers the crown, which frees Flurious and Moltor from their imprisonment. Andrew recruits
four elite teenagers to become Power Rangers and stop the Corona Aurora from falling into the
wrong hands. Although Hartford is originally opposed to it, his son Mack becomes the fifth team
member - the Red Ranger. The Power Rangers search ancient civilizations and all over the
world to uncover the first jewel which was once used by Neptune - King of Atlantis. In the
process, they encounter the illustrious Miratrix , who is determined to find the jewels and free
her master Kamdor. While searching for the Toru Diamond, the Rangers encounter an alien
named Tyzonn. Tyzonn came to Earth from the planet Mercuria to stop the evil Fearcats who are
intent on releasing their army which had been previously imprisoned in a mirror world.
Together, the Rangers encounter Thor and Loki, two of the Norse gods. Their involvement leads
to the discovery of the Blue Sapphire, which is stolen by Kamdor and Miratrix. The Rangers
must go on a quest to seek out the legendary sword Excelsior which is capable of restoring
their powers and the Sentinel Knight. After the Rangers encounter a virus, Mack makes a
startling discovery about himself. Realizing that he is an android, Mack begins to question his
very existence but he still pulls through for his friends by merging with the Sentinel Knight to
become the Red Sentinel Ranger. Meanwhile, when another Fearcat named Crazar shows up,
Tyzonn discovers that Vella is still alive. The Octavian Chalice holds the power to uncover the
final jewel to the crown. In an ultimate struggle for it, the Fearcats are destroyed for good and
so is Kamdor, but not before imprisoning Miratrix inside a gem for eternity. Flurious destroys
Moltor and steals the crown and gets his hands on the jewels as well. In a desperate attempt to
save the world, Mack sacrifices himself to destroy Flurious once and for all. As Mack awakens,
he realizes that thanks to the crown, he is now human. Thanks to Norg , Tyzonn is reunited with
Vella and the Power Rangers move on with their lives now that they have saved the world from
evil. Since its release, Power Rangers Operation Overdrive has received overwhelmingly
negative reviews. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do
you like this video? Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. She is a Mensa level genius with an encyclopedic
knowledge regarding almost any subject, from geography to the Overdrive equipment. As she
herself states, she's "never wrong. Before joining the team she was building a robot in a
University lab in London, as well as writing a paper on Advanced Nuclear Robotics Science, and
at Harvard she took a year in Ancient Universal Legends. Rose was chosen by Andrew Hartford
for her skills in working with science equipment and adventure devices. Kick into Overdrive She
also claims she learned how to translate morse code by the age of four. Despite her high
intelligence, she shows a highly casual nature and is often found chewing something. She is
also a highly dangerous fighter, defeating Mig on her own in One Fine Day and doing the same
with Miratrix and one of Kamdor 's monsters in Pirate in Pink. Growing up so quickly because of
her high intelligence, even skipping most of grade school, starting college at eight years old ,
Rose didn't have much of a childhood. She set her sights on increasing her knowledge to an
extensive amount, partially because as a little girl she never felt unique or special in any way.
It's her experiences as a Ranger that teach her that she's special, that she has friends who care
about her, and that she can let loose once in a while and enjoy herself, even while having to
save the world. She was once transformed into a pirate, Rosie the Bold , and ended up bonding
with the spectre of the pirate Brownbeard ; she keeps it a secret that she loved being a pirate
[2]. Rose mixed zord based technology with the Sentinel Sword to create a new armor, but
stated it was not safe for humans [3]. Things Not Said. At the end of the series, Rose, knowing
intelligence is something to be proud of, decides to go back to teaching. Rose and the other
Overdrive Rangers returned as part of the army of Legendary Rangers that helped the Mega
Rangers defeat the Armada once and for all, fighting in a huge battle against hundreds of X
Borgs and dozens of Bruisers. Legendary Battle. Rose is extremely smart and intelligent young
woman and is considered young genius by many people. Beside her skills in science, she is
also highly gifted in ancient artifacts and legends and the only one who can match her in this
regions is Andrew Hartford himself. Rose is reserved but friendly. She consders her work as
ranger as chance of discoveries and impressions, but she takes her job seriously. Rose is also
very enthusiastic. This key along with the majority of the Core Ranger Keys are seen lining the
Command Center's interior walls. Although it has not been used, it has been seen in the
Scanner app and the toyline. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start
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Lizards. Miratrix - Kamdor. Mig was a snow leopard-themed monster and was one of the
Fearcats , he was the leader of the Fearcats, making him the most powerful, and the most evil

among them. Many years ago Mig was the leader of Fearcats and they were sworn enemies of
Tyzonn and his team and they also kidnapped Vella. The leading Fearcat along with Cheetar
attacked an archeological squad in Brazil in search of the Corona Aurora. After Benglo was
released and Cheetar was destroyed, Mig and Benglo escaped and later attack a market place to
attract attention. After being defeated by the Rangers, they were revived by Flurious , who used
his powerful Gyros to turn him into a cyborg. Man of Mercury. He is relentless and has no
problem betraying the other villains to get the Corona Aurora. Following the defeat of their
homunculus monster Agrios , he engaged Tyzonn in single combat and was destroyed by him.
Mig is destroyed once and for all by power slash strikes from the Drive Detector. Home and
Away. Mig is an arrogant hothead with no respect for any form of life other than that of his
fellow Fearcats. He is very sadistic, enjoying the pain and destruction he causes. But he was
also shown to be good friends with other Fearcats. Mig, even compare to previous villains, is
extremely powerful, he is powerful enough to best nearly everyone he battles agents and can
easily over power all five Rangers at once, making him the second strongest and most powerful
villain in Power Rangers Operation Overdrive , only being surpassed by a tie between Flurious
and Moltor. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you
like this video? Where's the Jewel? We know it's here, we found this ancient writing in Portugal.
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GalaxyQuest. Sentinel Knight. Flurious - Chillers. Moltor - Lava Lizards. Miratrix - Kamdor. This
marks the first appearance of the BattleFleet Megazord. Ronny runs into a stubborn obstacle
named Will while trying to throw a Halloween party. But the Rangers will have a tough time
getting to it, as they face a Ronny-powered giant dinosaur robot, and an evilly-reprogrammed
Sentinel Knight! Norg and Will strike a strange alliance in their attempt to find the Fearcats'
secret hideout. Dax and Will are in the mansion, playing pool. Dax closed his eyes and took the
shot. The balls went everywhere. Will told Dax he had lost. A creepy monster came up and told
them I go next. Dax and Will prepared themselves. Ronny took off her mask laughing. Ronny
told them she thought she would go as something scary this year. Will told her Halloween is for
kids. Ronny ignore him. Ronny told them if they didn't help with the decorating, they wouldn't
be able to have any punch. Hartford's voice came over the loudspeakers and he instructed
everyone to come to the control center. The teens gathered in the control center, where Mr.
Hartford is waiting for them. Hartford twists open a compartment inside the Centurion Torch.
Inside the compartment is a beetle encased in amber. Mack takes a reading and it has strong
jewel reading. Hartford tells the teens he is going to send it to the lab for more analysis.
Hartford also tells the teens the lab is working on new Fleet zords for them. Elsewhere, Moltor is
trying to get his giant robot to work, but he fails. Moltor leaves the robot and complains to the
Fearcats that the gyros they brought him from Flurious is not working. The Fearcats have
another plan and tell Moltor not to worry. The Fearcats leave. In the ice den, Norg is excited
about Halloween. Norg has his goodies ready for the big crowd that comes every year. Although
Norg is puzzled that they are always dressed as penguins. Flurious doesn't pay much attention
to Norg. The screen shows that one of his gyros is beings activated. Flurious becomes angry
and tells Norg to gather his Chillers. In the city, the Fearcats are enjoying scaring the citizens.
The Fearcats know the Power Rangers would do anything to protect them and this gives them
an idea. Inside the mansion, the teens are decorating for the Halloween party. Spencer is
helping out as well. Tyzonn tells Spencer how Rose explain to him what Halloween is and he is
excited about it. Will is still not into the spirit of the event. Ronny points out that even Sentinel
Knight is helping out. Sentinel Knight, who is craving pumpkins, admits he is having fun. Will
adds that Sentinel Knight is already in costume. Everyone, except Will, is enjoying themselves,
until Mr. Hartford tells them there is trouble in the city. The teens quickly take off. The Rangers
and Sentinel Knight arrive in the city. The Fearcats are not surprise to see them. The Fearcats
do have a surprise for the Rangers when Moltor arrives and is ready to help the Fearcats. The
Fearcats capture Yellow Ranger and vanish. Moltor decides he would like a trophy as well.
Moltor captures Black Ranger with the Sentinel sword and vanishes before the remaining four
Rangers can do anything. Ronny and Will are taken to the woods and tied to a tree. Moltor, the
Fearcats, and several Lava Lizards are close by. Ronny asks Will if he can hear anything. Will
uses his hearing to listen. The Sentinel Knight is too powerful for the converter. Moltor tells
them he knows that. Moltor will try to convert Sentinel Knight to evil, and if that doesn't work,
Sentinel Knight will be destroyed. The Fearcats ask again about Will. Moltor tells the Fearcats
not to worry, he will destroy Will. Ronny asks Will what is being said. Will doesn't say anything.
Instead Will starts working on freeing them. The four teens are worried about their friends and
want to rescue them. Much to their surprise, Mr. Hartford wants them to go to Egypt. Hartford
tells them the amber beetle came back with a positive jewel reading. Dax, Mack, Tyzonn, and
Rose want to help their friends instead. Hartford tells them Will and Ronny are trained Power

Rangers, they know what to do. Back in the woods, Benglo breaks up an argument between Mig
and Moltor. The villains then notice Ronny and Will have escape. Ronny and Will run through
the woods with the Fearcats and the Lava Lizards after them. Ronny stops Will and asks him
again what was being said. Will tells Ronny that he was never part of the plan and how they plan
on destroying him. The Fearcats have spotted them. Ronny lets herself be captured while Will
gets away from the Lava Lizards. Will contacts Mr. Hartford and lets him know what is going on.
Hartford instructs Will to return to base and wait for the others. Will refuses, as he tells Mr.
Hartford, no Ranger left behind. In the Fearcats hideout, the Fearcats drag Ronny towards the
converter. Moltor and his Lava Lizards enter and start the converter up. Moltor places the
Sentinel sword into the panel to turn it evil. Meanwhile, Will is searching through the woods
when he is stopped by Flurious, Norg, and several Chillers. Will morphs into Black Ranger.
Black Ranger, with his Hovertek cycle, battles the Chillers. Norg leaves. Black Ranger destroys
the Chillers and comes after Flurious. Flurious vanishes before Black Ranger can do anything.
In the Fearcats' hideout, Ronny struggles to free herself from Mig and Benglo. Mig and Benglo
placed her hands on the converter and Moltor starts the process. Ronny can do nothing, as her
power starts to drain from her. Will and Norg bump into each other in the woods. Norg
recognizes Will as a Power Ranger. Instead of being afraid, Norg is thrilled to be "captured" by a
Power Ranger. Will asks Norg several questions, but Norg cannot answer any. Will has Norg
stay put as he investigates further. They enter a stall and talk to the person there. The merchant
keeper immediately recognizes the beetle in amber and tells the teens he had always thought it
was only a legend. In the Fearcats' hideout, Moltor is successfully draining Ronny of her power.
When Moltor gets a lot of power, he is ready to power up his robot and sends it out. The
Fearcats tell Moltor he should continue to drain Ronny's power, but Moltor doesn't listen and
leaves. Sentinel Knight comes to and begins to battle the Fearcats. Sentinel Knight is not as
strong as he was and asks the Fearcats what have they done to him. Sentinel Knight and the
Fearcats continue to battle. Sentinel Knight gets knocked into the converter. This causes
Sentinel Knight to turn evil and under the control of the Fearcats. Ronny can only watch in
horror, as she is still having her power drain and can do nothing. Moltor gets into his robot and
immediately sets off to attack. In Egypt, Mack, Tyzonn, Rose, and Dax listen as the merchant
takes out a book about the beetle and the four teens they need to look under the sand for the
next step. The four teens are contacted about trouble in San Angeles and take off. They are
unaware that Miratrix is there and has overheard their conversation. The four Rangers arrive
and face down Moltor and his giant robot. The four Rangers have their zords sent and the two
Megazords are form. The four Rangers battle Moltor. It is a difficult made worse when a giant
Sentinel Knight arrives to help Moltor in his battle against the Rangers. When the Megazord falls
apart, Andrew and Spencer send in the new Fleet zords. The Fearcats are not happy to see the
Rangers have a new weapon. The three Rangers destroy the Lavadactyls. Moltor's robot runs
out of power and Moltor has to retreat. Hartford appears on their screen and tells the Rangers
they need to return. Rose, Dax, Mack, and Tyzonn return to the control center, but they are
confused. They had Moltor and the Fearcats on the run. Hartford tells them the Battle Fleet
zords are not ready yet. Tyzonn asks if there has been any word on Will or Ronny. Spencer tells
them not since Will has gone silent. Spencer reassures them that Ronny and Will are strong
Rangers. Hartford insists that the four Rangers find the jewel. In the woods, Will continues his
search for Ronny. In the Fearcats' hideout, Ronny pleads to a silent Sentinel Knight to help her
as she becomes more weak. Rose, Dax, Mack, and Tyzonn are searching the desert in Egypt.
Thanks for the tip Egyptian guy! We must be close to something. Rose wished they had some
sort of sign. The four teens came up to an animal skull. That was not the sign Rose was thinking
off. The four teens continued on. Will is searching for Ronny when Norg walks up to him. Will is
not happy to see Norg as he is trying to figure out what trail the Fearcats took. There are several
trails in front of them. Norg then starts assessing the trails and make intelligent deductions
about which trail the Fearcats would take. Will realizes Norg is not useless and suggests they
work together. Norg does not want to make Flurious angry and shakes his head no. Will then
suggests that Norg take the right trail and Will will just follow him. Norg agrees. In the Fearcats'
hideout, Ronny is almost out of energy. There is an argument among the Fearcats and Moltor
until the screen shows Norg and Will close to their hideout. Moltor sends out several Lava
Lizards to take care of them. Dax spots a cool lake ahead of them and goes running toward it.
Rose shouts out it is only a mirage, but Dax dives in. Mack, Tyzonn, and Rose reach the spot
where Dax had gone under the sand. Dax pops back out and tells his friends he thinks he found
something. Tyzonn, Rose, and Mack go through the sand. They enter a tomb and continue with
their search. In the woods, Norg leads Will to the Fearcats' hideout. Will is not impress when all
he sees is a pile of rocks. Will soon realizes he is wrong when several Lava Lizards leap out of
the rocks. Will battles the Lava Lizards and soon morphs into Black Ranger. Black Ranger

battles the Lava Lizards. Norg takes off running, as he has done what Flurious had told him, find
the Fearcats' hideout. Black Ranger destroys the Lava Lizards and then leaps into the pile of
rocks. Rose steps on a trigger and soon numerous beetles are after them. The four teens take
off running and soon enter a room. Mack uses his super strength to move a slab of stone and
block the entry, so the beetles cannot come after them. Dax, Mack, Tyzonn, and Rose's relief is
short live as they see Miratrix and Kamdor are there as well. Kamdor blasts the four teens and
then he and Miratrix take off. Meanwhile, Will has entered the Fearcats' hideout and is searching
for Ronny. Will decides now is the time for backup and punches in his coordinates. Will runs
into a little trouble when he runs into a Lava Lizard. Will and the Lava Lizard battle. The Lava
Lizard yells that he has found Will. Will knocks out the Lava Lizard and then hides as two more
Lava Lizards enter, but don't see anything. The two Lava Lizards leave, despite protests from
the three. Dax, Mack, Tyzonn, and Rose morphed. The four Rangers battle Miratrix and Kamdor,
who have the tablet. The tablet goes flying between various Rangers and Miratrix and Kamdor.
Eventually, the four Rangers get the tablet. Miratrix and Kamdor retreat. In the Fearcats' hideout,
Will runs into Moltor. In the control center, the tablet arrives and Spencer and Mr. Hartford are
thrilled. Back at the Fearcats' hideout, Will morphs. Black Ranger and Moltor battle. In the
converter room, the Fearcats watch the screen. It shows Black Ranger inside the hideout and
outside the four teens are on there way. The Fearcats are not happy as they leave. Ronny is
almost complete drained and the Sentinel Knight still stands by silently. Black Ranger busts
down the door and knocks down Sentinel Knight. Black Ranger demorphs and hurries over to
Ronny. Will tries to remove Ronny from the converter. Will glances over at the control panel and
sees Ronny does not have much time left. Will races over to the control panel and tears off the
cover. Will is stump for the moment, as there are five wires, colored red, yellow, blue, black, and
pink. Will decides to cut the black wire. The converter shuts down. Will races over to Ronny,
who teasingly asks him what took him so long. Benglo takes off as the four teens morphed. It is
a tough battle. Hartford contacts the four Rangers and tells them the Battle Fleet zords are
ready and he is sending them out. The four Rangers are thrilled. Mig is not. Benglo now joins in
the battle as well. Elsewhere, Moltor has entered his giant robot and is ready to enter the battle
as well. Moltor arrives and battles the four Rangers as well. The four Rangers are overwhelmed
until they see Will and Ronny arrive. Will and Ronny morphed and join in the battle. The
Fearcats are confident they will win, since they have Sentinel Knight. But Sentinel Knight has
turned good and joins in the battle on the Rangers' side. The zords arrive and the Megazord is
formed. The five Rangers in the Megazord battle Moltor in his robot. The five Rangers destroyed
Moltor's robot, although not Moltor. On the ground, the Fearcats see the giant robot being
destroy and decide to retreat. The Rangers are thrilled with another victory. Norg runs into
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the ice cave, thrilled with himself for making himself useful and finding the Fearcats' hideout.
Flurious is sitting on the throne and wonders where he has gone wrong. Flurious yells at Norg
that next time he is to call him when he finds the hideout. Norg takes the yelling in stride and
quickly forgets as he races to the door to greet the penguin trick or treaters. At the Hartford
mansion, Ronny's party is in full swing. Ronny is surprise to see Will at the party and in
costume. Will tells Ronny if she can risk her life for him, he can come to her party. Spencer and
Mr. Hartford enter the room, also dressed in costume. At first, Spencer and Mr. Hartford are
taken aback to see Mack, who is dressed like a robot. But it is apparent that Mack is enjoying
himself and Spencer and Mr. Hartford exchange a look of relief. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
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